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INTRODUCTION
• Cryoglobulins (CG) are immunoglobulins that precipitate

in vitro at cold temperature and dissolve at 37°C. Their
precipitation in vivo could result in vasculitis of small
and medium sized vessels.

• Type I CG are composed of a monoclonal Ig (most
frequently IgM and IgG) and are related to
lymphoproliferative diseases. They account for 10-15%
of all CG.

• In patients with type I CG, monoclonal immunoglobulin 
seen on electrophoresis (M-spike) has 
physiocochemical characteristics responsible for its cold 
precipitation.

• In this study, we were interested in type I CG related to
multiple myeloma (MM), a rare entity poorly described
in the literature.

METHOD
This study was a retrospective study conducted in the 
University Hospitals of Lyon (France), from January 2010 
to December 2018. 
Patients had at least one serum sample for CG detection 
and electrophoresis in our immunology laboratory.
CG characterisation had consisted in typing (isotype and 
clonality determination) and Ig quantification by 
nephelometry.
M-spike was quantified on serum electrophoresis.
Clinical manifestations of cryoglobulinemia were 
retrospectively collected.

RESULTS
• 174 patients were included : 10 with Myeloma (6%), 87 

with MGUS (50%), 16 with Waldenström 
macroglobulinemia (9%), 29 with other hematologic 
malignancy (17%), 11 with systemic lupus erythemasus 
(6%) and 3% with HCV.  (figure 1). 

• 8/10 patients with MM were symptomatics for CG : 3 
with cutaneous manifestation (purpura, livedo, Raynaud 
phenomenom), 3 with articular manifestation, 2 with 
renal manifestation. (Table 1)

• Symptomatic patients had significantly higher CG 
concentration compared to asymptomatic patients. 
(p<0,0001, for 174 type I CG, Figure 2)

• Symptomatic patients had significantly higher M-spike 
concentration compared to asymptomatic patients. 
(p<0,0001, for 174 type I CG, figure 3)

• All the monoclonal Ig did not precipitate at cold 
temperature : the proportion of CG in relation to the 
total monoclonal Ig (CG/M-spike) is variable, from 1% 
to 90%. (Table 1)

• In certain cases, M-spike concentration was lower than 
CG concentration, in relation with a cold conservation 
(+4°C) of serum sample before doing the 
electrophoresis (Figure 4).

CONCLUSIONS
• Type I CGs related to multiple myeloma are rare but clinically symptomatic.

• Symptoms depend on CG’s concentration and M-spike concentration on electrophoresis. 

• In most cases, all the monoclonal Ig of the myeloma did not precipitate at cold temperature. 

• It is essential to heat the samples before doing electrophoresis otherwise the M-spike concentration is 
underestimated. The presence of a CG must be known by the biologist to treat the sample in the right 
pre-analytic conditions.

Proposed mechanism of  type I CG vasculitis
from Kolopp Sarda MN, Miossec P, Autoimmunity Reviews, 2018;17(5):457-464

Table 1 :10 patients with cryoglobulin related Myeloma
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